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Abstract
Excessive voltage and power flow issues associated with domestic solar power are threatening UK distribution system operation
and the use of energy storage is one method proposed to mitigate these issues. In this study a data orientated approach was taken in
order to simulate the effect of the location of the energy storage on the low voltage network. A number of small (<15kWh) domestic
batteries were compared to a single larger (>50kWh) feeder connected battery in terms of their ability to shave load demand peaks,
fill load demand valleys and counter voltage violations on a typical radial feeder system. To achieve this MatLab was used to create
dispatch strategies for each battery and introduce them into an aggregated load, and OpenDSS was then used to model this scenario
on a typical UK radial feeder based on the IEEE European Low Voltage Test Case.
It was found that the feeder connected battery was more successful at mitigating the thermal overload effects of distributed
generation at the low voltage level. Domestic batteries offer ease of installation and consumer support, likely to make their utilisation
increasingly inevitable. However, their exposure to domestic energy flows and focus on minimising grid import to the home led to
a reduced network level impact. This work shows that a feeder connected battery can respond to the power flows of the aggregated
load and thus provides a far more capable tool for reducing network peak loads and preventing feeder system export.
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1. Introduction
The UK has a requirement to reduce its carbon dioxide emissions by 80% by 2050 when compared to 1990 levels [1]. In
order to achieve this ambitious target increasing numbers of renewable energy installations are being integrated into the national grid [2]. Renewable energy sources are, by their nature,
intermittent and as such, a mechanism must be adopted to reduce mismatch between the demand and supply of electrical
energy. Energy storage has been proposed as one method of
achieving this where energy is stored when supply peaks and
released when demand outstrips supply.
A recent concern within the UK has been electric network
issues caused by domestic solar power, creating a demand for
energy storage in two areas. Firstly, a homeowner with installed
photovoltaic (PV) panels may want to reduce their reliance on
supply from the grid and become self-sufficient. In this way the
price paid for electricity can be minimised as well as reducing
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the homeowner’s environmental impact. An energy store must
be employed to enable this since domestic electrical demand
does not match well with solar irradiance [3]. Secondly, clustering of PV installations through community organisational effects and passive peer influence [4] leads to a high level of pressure on the grid infrastructure. This, without intervention, can
lead to power flows and voltages straying from regulated limits
[5]. As such, increased utilisation of energy storage in the distribution system can prevent or defer costly network upgrades
needed due to these effects.
There was a large growth in solar PV installations in the
UK during 2014, with overall PV capacity at the end of 2014
at 5095MW following a 79% annual increase [6]. This huge
growth provided a significant stress to the ageing distribution
system and caused a large change in the demands placed on the
distribution infrastructure. This became an issue since the distribution network was not designed to enable distributed generation, where the component capacities for power flow are too
low to be effective at high penetration levels, increasing the
risk of circuit overload and voltage violation causing damage
to components both within the distribution system and at the
consumer end [7]. This continues to be a rapidly growing issue
due to the prolific uptake of distributed generation and unlike
most previous network issues it is not localised, rather it is affecting the entire system and a system wide approach must be
adopted in order to mitigate it.
The constraints on distribution networks can be described
by two key effects:
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1. Voltage Violation - Distributed generators can increase
the voltage in the network they are connected to when
they supply power. In order to prevent damage to network
connected infrastructure the voltage must lie within set
limits (+10% -6% for the LV Network) [8] and as such
distributed generators can cause violation of these limits.
In addition, voltage violation can be caused by voltage
unbalance when a variation of greater than 2% is seen in
the voltage [8].
2. Thermal Overload - The components of the distribution
grid are required to transmit more power than they are designed for, hence, temperature increases and component
failures can result, causing damage.

This definition is open to interpretation and, as shown by
Pillay and Manyage [15], there are a number of different definitions depending on whether the average voltage is taken from
the line or the phase. However, in both of these definitions only
the magnitude of the unbalance is considered. The voltage unbalance factor (VUF) is the true definition of voltage unbalance
and accounts for the change in phase angle, it is defined as:
VUF % =

Voltage unbalance figures presented in this work are stated
as VUF.
2.2. Thermal Overload
Thermal overload threatens the components of the distribution system through heating caused by the actual power exceeding equipment rated power levels.
Power transformers are the most expensive and important
components in the electrical distribution network [16] and a
power overload of this component can lead to multiple failure
mechanisms [17]. Heating of the top oil in a power transformer,
is often a precursor to failure. As heating above rated is proportional to the ratio of rated to actual load raised to the power of
1.4 [18], a failure from overheating becomes increasingly likely
as the load increases.
The maximum current which overhead lines are permitted
to carry is dependent on the overall heat transfer to the cable
and the resistance as described in Equation 4 [14].
r
∆H
(4)
IOL =
R

2. Theory
2.1. Voltage Violation
In order to achieve the stated Quality of Service Guaranteed
Standards [9] the voltage on the system must not go above or
below set limits [8]. These regulations are in place in order to
prevent damage to network connected infrastructure.
Voltage rise at the connection point of a distributed generator is caused by power injection. For a radial feeder layout it
can be expressed by Equation 1 [10].
∆V ≈

(PG − PL )R + (QG − QL )X
V

(1)

PG and QG are the real (kW) and reactive (kVA) powers of
the distributed generator and PL and QL are same for the line
load. R and X are the line resistance and reactance (in Ohms)
between the distributed generator and the substation and V is
the line voltage (V) at the connection point. As such it can be
seen that the problem of voltage rise is exacerbated by low load
power on the feeder and high line resistance and reactance or
line length.
Voltage unbalance is caused by non-equal loads on each of
the phases in the distribution system. unbalance is one of the
biggest problems facing LV networks [11]. It is stated in Engineering Recommendation P29 [12] that voltage unbalance be
kept to within 2% for the entire network. This recommendation is in place to prevent damage to 3-phase equipment which
can be caused by voltage unbalance [13]. Domestic PV installations, by their nature, provide a very inconsistent power injection onto a single phase in the network and as such greatly
contribute to voltage unbalance [14]. It is possible that, within
a feeder system, 70-90% of the PV installations are on the same
phase and in this situation a very large voltage unbalance would
be expected to occur under conditions of domestic solar power
export [11] and this effect is increased with distance from the
substation. The definition of voltage unbalance is, however, not
always consistent.
The voltage unbalance rate (VUR) is calculated as:
VUR % =

Maximum Voltage Deviation
× 100
Average Voltage

negative sequence voltage component
×100(3)
positive sequence voltage component

IOL is the current in the overhead line (A), R is the resistance (Ω) of those lines and ∆H is the heat transfer from the
cable to the surrounding environment (in Watts). Thus, it can
be seen that, for increasing overload currents, reducing the resistance has a diminishing positive effect, and reducing the current has a squared effect on power loss and overload compared
to resistance. Therefore, action to reduce the peak export current from distributed renewable generation with the inclusion
of paired energy storage has a more positive effect on the network than peak shaving or demand side management at a distant
point where cable connections are constrained.
With an after diversity maximum demand (ADMD) of roughly
2kW (depending on location and inhabitants of homes) in the
UK [19] the DNOs design and implement distribution networks
assuming a peak power of 2kW per home on the network. As
such IOL (from equation 4 for the cables in the network and
the rated power for the transformers are already set to these
levels. The penetration of domestic solar and other distributed
generation leads to immediate increases in the ADMD of the
network. Rooftop PV arrays with capacity 0-4kW account for
26% of UK solar deployment, of these, the average capacity is
2.92kWp [6]. However, the tariff structure in place until March
2016, encouraged PV arrays of 4kWp since these provide the
largest return on investment [20]. As such, for a worst case
scenario, it is assumed that a typical domestic PV array has a

(2)
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peak power of 4kW (double the ADMD), and at high penetration levels where, due to the close geographical nature of most
feeder systems, the arrays will be producing peak power at the
same time, the export power (unless utilised to charge a battery)
can quickly exceed the rated power of the feeder transformer or
cause overheating of the distribution cables. Upgrading this infrastructure is a very costly and lengthy process and should be
avoided where possible. As such, an energy store should be designed to reduce, as far as possible, the peak power exported by
a feeder system.

to the battery becoming fully charged prior to peak PV power,
as such there will be no reduction in the peak power export but
an increase in the rate of change of power export. This effect
will be amplified due to the similar geographical locations and
battery capacities seen on a feeder system and is a key factor
which will be studied in this project. A counter to this is proposed by Marra et al. [28] where the dispatch of the battery
is controlled according to an optimised power threshold, thus
charging occurs during the peak of the solar irradiance rather
than during the morning. This has the benefit of reducing peak
exports, however this occurs at the expense of guaranteed maximum self consumption, since export of solar power in the morning may be allowed, but followed by a reduction in solar generation. This would lead to under-utilisation of the battery. The
exact level of the optimised power threshold has a very large
impact on the effectiveness of the battery; if it is set too high
the battery will be under-utilised and self consumption will be
reduced. As such it is anticipated that, for effective implementation, forecasting data [29] or a data connection to the DNO
would be necessary.
[30] Suggests that overvoltages can be effectively controlled
by energy storage within the home. The batteries are dispatched
only when the injected power exceeds a specified limit. This is
a very limited approach leading to low utilisation levels of the
domestic battery and reduced scope for uptake due to minimal
positive effects on self consumption levels. A similar approach
is also suggested in reference [31]. Reducing overvoltages is
necessary for improving voltage unbalance on the feeder since
unequal numbers of PV installations regularly occur for each
phase. However, this is not an optimal battery use strategy from
the perspective of the homeowner hence they are likely to resist
this.
The project “SoLa Bristol” run by Western Power Distribution consists of 26 homes, 11 substations, 5 schools and 1 office,
with each property equipped with a DC-storage capability. The
homes used are council owned and have PV installations of 1.52kWp. 4.8kWh valve regulated lead-acid batteries are installed
into each property and these power a DC circuit [32]. The load
on the DC circuit has a maximum power of 100W and consists
of LED lighting and USB sockets. Even with the quite small PV
panels an average export of 30% of PV power to the grid was
recorded. The installed battery cannot provide all the power
demands of the household since the DC circuit cannot provide
power for all the appliances in the home. This DC circuit in the
home is always powered by either the batteries or the PV panels
and as such the homeowner may preferentially use this source
of energy over the traditional AC circuit. However, a limitation
of this study is that all of the domestic load cannot be met by
the internal battery and as such this does not accurately represent the Tesla Powerwall and other domestic batteries coming
to the market. It was concluded that the demand patterns of
homes with domestic energy stores must be very well known
by the DNO as a high domestic load leads to very low evening
demand reduction capability [33].
The literature suggests that if limits are placed on the utilisation of domestic batteries, or if complex algorithms are used
to control their dispatch, they can have positive effects on the

2.3. Domestic Battery Considerations
It has been shown that the addition of a battery can produce a large reduction in the exported power expected, with an
87% reduction in exported energy when a 210V, 500Ah battery is implemented with a 2.5kWp PV array in the example in
[21]. Whilst this is a relatively large capacity battery as it is
able to store 42 hours of peak PV generation, the study shows
that a domestic battery allows a homeowner to move towards
self-sufficiency and reduce reliance on fossil fuels. The introduction of the energy store can reduce the overall renewable
curtailment and increase distribution system efficiency by reducing peak power flows and reducing voltage instabilities. The
extent of this effect is, as yet, un-quantified [22].
The export peak reduction enabled by domestic batteries is
dependent on the battery capacity when compared to the PV
array power rating and the ratio of electrical energy used in the
home and electrical energy generated by the PV array. A PV array which produces more power than the home uses necessarily
leads to energy export regardless of the battery capacity. In addition a battery which has a very small capacity when compared
to the PV array power will become fully charged in the morning and have very little effect on power export for the rest of the
day.
There is significant, and growing, investment into the domestic battery market. Domestic batteries have proved very
popular with homeowners with uptake for the new Tesla Powerwall, a 7/10kWh lithium-ion battery for the home, [23] far outstripping supply. In addition some governments are encouraging domestic energy storage uptake with subsidy programs. For
example the German government introduced a program called
Renewable Energies Storage in May 2013 [24]. This has the
aim of promoting technological development of PV connected
battery systems through grants and “soft loans” given to the
owners of the battery systems. The main driver behind this subsidy is a policy decision in Germany to promote self-consumption
of PV power as it is expected that growth in the domestic PV
market will increase as costs become competitive without subsidy [25], in this way many of the adverse effects of high PV
penetrations can be mitigated. Since the transmission grid in
Germany often operates at capacity, it is suggested that selfconsumption of solar PV helps to increase predictability and
stability of the German grid [26].
Despite this support and investment for domestic batteries,
there is some evidence that their introduction will cause an increase in distribution system inefficiency when implemented
without generation forecasting consideration [27]. This is due
3

distribution network. However, the owners of these systems
are likely to want maximum utilisation and self-consumption,
since this is the driver for their purchase [34] and are therefore more likely to resist such measures. Therefore, a simple
dispatch strategy is studied in this work as discussed in Section 3.1.

of operating conditions. The per-phase feeder demand could
be successfully kept at 10kW by use of the battery. In addition the battery system was controlled such that reverse power
flow could be prevented and this was also demonstrated successfully. The use of three single phase batteries limited the
project slightly due to an inability to balance phase loads, however, specific control is allowed per phase and as such if the
target power flows are the same for each phase the result is a
well balanced network [41]. This project showed a very successful implementation of a street level battery. However, the
results are not applicable for wide scale use due to its implementation on the “Zero Carbon Homes” project. This is not a
typical street within the UK (due to the 100% PV penetration).
As such this project aims to simulate a more typical feeder system with a smaller range of PV penetrations, a larger number of
homes and utilise smaller amounts of energy storage per home.
The feeder-connected energy store is successful in each of
these referenced projects and, it is clear that the introduction of
feeder-connected energy stores can act to significantly mitigate
all the disadvantageous effects of distributed generators, such
as domestic PV, on the distribution system across a range of
dispatch strategies. In this work, however, the simulated feederconnected battery will act to simply perform load shifting in
order to reduce feeder peak loads and exports.

2.4. Feeder Connected Battery Considerations
A feeder-connected energy store will be enabled to stabilise
a much larger area of the grid than a single domestic battery.
Valley filling and peak shaving can be achieved by charging and
discharging the feeder-connected battery according to observed
power flows on the entire feeder in order to achieve a feeder
load which is more manageable for the distribution network.
Since more reduction in the peak is allowed for a given capacity,
peak shaving has been shown to be more effective with short
peaks i.e. discharge durations of up to 1 hour [35]. Thus, for
peak shaving characteristics a high power to capacity ratio for
the battery is needed.
Valley filling is where an energy store acts as a load on
the feeder, by increasing the minimum load experienced by the
feeder system. This is particularly useful for feeder systems
with high PV penetration since the network constraints, such a
voltage excursions, occur at export or minimum power demand
for the feeder system. Valley filling can help to mitigate voltage rise by increasing the load power. It has been shown that
feeder-connected energy storage can reduce or eliminate voltage violations caused by distributed generators [36]. Indeed, a
feeder-connected battery can be specifically designed to reduce
voltage unbalance and prevent over-voltage [37].
Oudalov et al. [35] has shown a battery dispatch schedule
utilising feeder voltage measurements to ensure voltage regulation was maintained. It was shown that feeder-connected energy storage can lead to greater utilisation of PV power output
through charging during periods of light feeder load and high
PV generation. Also, depending on battery location, there can
be a significant reduction in voltage drop due to large load centres and it was suggested that a battery should be placed near
these load centres in order to avoid this.
Additionally, an energy store has been used to control voltage unbalance levels to below 0.8% when the energy store was
placed on the same phase as the distributed generator [38]. With
high levels of PV penetration it is expected that distributed generation will be installed on each phase, as such, for effective
voltage unbalance mitigation a 3 phase connection is required,
or separate batteries on each phase. In addition, Saboori et al.
showed that when constructing new distribution networks, including grid-connected energy storage reduces planning complexity and cost [39].
The “Zero Carbon Homes” demonstration project in Slough
UK [40], utilised street level batteries in order to provide peak
shaving capabilities of the real power flows of the feeder. Three
25kW/25kWh batteries were installed (one per phase) on a street
supplying 10 homes having a PV penetration of 65kWp. This
lead to the main power flow constraint being evident during
peak solar irradiance [40]. It was shown that the batteries provided very successful peak shaving capabilities under a number

3. Material and Methods
A 20% PV penetration has been suggested to be the level
where voltage violations become an issue on the LV network
[42]. As such, this value has been used throughout the authors
simulations. The simulation of the effects of energy storage
on an LV Network are carried out in Matlab and OpenDSS.
The matlab model is used to assess real power flows according to aggregated demand and solar generation. A simple battery model is included in the matlab simulations. The round
trip efficiency losses incured through use of the battery are not
considered in this simulation. OpenDSS [43], an open source
distribution network modelling tool, is then used to further investigate this modified demand to find effects associated with
three phase supply and line parameters, such as losses and voltage unbalance.
3.1. Domestic Battery Model
It is assumed that the owner of a domestic battery will aim
to achieve minimal grid import (indeed even full independence
from the grid), hence a simple domestic dispatch model is implemented which ensures this through charge and discharge of
the battery at the earliest possible opportunity [27].
Initially, the battery power is set to be the difference between the value of generated power from PV and domestic load
demand for each iteration. If the resulting battery state of charge
lies within allowable values (defined upper and lower state of
charge limits) then the exchanged power with the grid is zero
and the battery either absorbs all the excess power or provides
the demand. If the battery is fully charged, then the battery
power for that iteration is set to zero, and the power exchanged
4

with the grid is set as the difference between generated power
and load power. In the case of a fully discharged battery the
same holds. There is no maximum power for the simulated battery, however, since the domestic load is always small this does
not affect the results. This dispatch strategy is shown in Figure 1.

level and the feeder power demand given it can do so without
exceeding SOC limits. The available power from the battery
is assumed to be infinite, however, the dispatch factor is set
such that this power does not exceed what a similar capacity
Lithium-Ion battery would be capable of.
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Figure 1: Dispatch strategy for a domestic battery solely aiming to maximise
self-consumption.
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This domestic battery model is applied to 11 of the 55 homes
which also have PV generation, leading to a PV penetration
level of 20%. For the battery dispatch model, each home is
simulated as a power demand array, for the homes with solar
power and batteries, this array is then modified by the dispatch
strategy discussed. The modified domestic load arrays are then
aggregated with the unmodified arrays to show the feeder demand.
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Figure 2: Charge and discharge levels, shown as moving average ± 0.75 ×
moving standard deviation.

3.2. Feeder Connected Battery Model
The model of a feeder connected battery simulates a battery
connected at a substation or feeder line. It is controlled to balance the aggregated feeder load. The first part of this simulation
requires the determination of charging and discharging power
levels of the aggregated demand, this cannot be set as a single value for the duration of the simulation due to the seasonal
changes in feeder demand. Both the moving average (MA) and
moving standard deviation (MSTD) are calculated for the demand over the preceding 24 hours, as such, the model can be
used in real time (for control of the battery in-situ). Dispatch in
either charge or discharge mode is controlled with Equation 5:
Dispatch = MA ± (MS T D × n)

Aug 04

(5)

n is the dispatch factor (in per unit standard deviation). A
high dispatch factor will lead to lower utilisation of the battery
and higher exports but increased likelihood of peak reduction.
The dispatch factor should be optimised for the load shape in
order to achieve full charge or discharge without feeder power
levels straying above or below MA ± MS T D × n. The relationship between feeder demand, and charge and discharge levels
is shown in Figure 2 where battery charging occurs when the
feeder demand drops below the charge line, by a power equal
to the difference between the charge level and feeder power demand. Equally, discharge occurs when the feeder power demand line goes above the discharge line. The feeder connected
battery provides the power difference between the charge/discharge
5

3.3. OpenDSS Simulation
For a simulation of the effects of the solar power and energy
storage on the real and reactive power flows, and voltage levels
the IEEE European Low Voltage Test Case, which is available
with the OpenDSS package, was utilised. This comprises of 55
homes, each with a one phase connection in a generic distribution pattern to a 230V/11kV transformer, shown in Figure 3.
In an OpenDSS model buses are points of electrical connection
and lines are modelled as resistive and inductive elements between buses. There are 906 buses and 905 lines in this model
giving a realistic representation of a generic LV Network. The
homes in this model are set as loads at the end of each small
branch seen in Figure 3, where a positive load implies an energy flow from the network, and a negative value corresponds
to an export to the network. The power factor for each home
is set to 0.95 for non-solar homes, as the homes are users of
energy; and 1 for solar homes, as when the homes are exporting, it is through the inverter and therefore no reactive power is
exported onto the grid.
Data from the MatLab simulation was used to form the
loadshapes within the OpenDSS model. Three simulations were
undertaken as follows:
1. 55 homes taken from the Thames Valley Vision Project
data [44] and simulated on the OpenDSS LV Network
with the addition of 20% solar power penetration (4kWp
per home) but no energy storage.
2. Using data from the matlab model, 11 homes, from the
same 55, are assigned with both 4kWp solar PV and 7kWh
domestic batteries.

4. Results and Discussion
The base case for the model is a feeder system of 55 homes
presented as the IEEE European LV Test Case. Data from the
Thames Valley Vision project [44] was used as the loads for
each home. This data has a resolution of 30 minutes and uses
data from 220 homes in a similar geographical area of London
over the period of one year. There is a significant seasonal pattern in the peak energy demand, with winter demand peaks of
∼ 35kW and summer demand peaks of ∼ 20kW. However, the
minimum demand does not vary significantly throughout the
year.

Figure 3: The topological view of bus orientation in the IEEE LV Test Case supplied with the OpenDSS package. X and Y axes are length coordinate system
with units of meters. The red dot shows the position of the substation.

3. The same 11 homes are assigned with 4kWp solar PV, but
without batteries. A single 77kWh battery is introduced
at the substation. The dispatch of the battery is controlled
in Matlab and is simply set as a load with positive and
negative power flows at a power factor of 1 connected to
the bus at the substation.
3.4. Limitations and Assumptions
A limitation exists through using existing data and adding
energy storage and solar power to the demand profile since the
behavior of the home inhabitants may be changed due to these
additions. For example it is common for a homeownwer to shift
some loads to the day time in order to improve domestic utilisation of solar power. This effect is not expressed here due to
the nature of the data.
Only 4kWp solar arrays are studied here. Smaller arrays
will lead to a more balanced load profile in the summer where
solar panel energy equals load energy rather than exceeding it
during summer months. A 4kWp panel was chosen since this
size is the most popular due to the tariff structure in the UK
[20], however there are many installations with a smaller power
capacity.
Since the dispatch factor for the feeder connected battery
does not change through the length of the simulation, optimal
results are not achieved for feeder connected battery performance. The dispatch factor must be dynamic to respond to
changes in load shape for optimal results. This was not the
focus of this work and as such static dispatch factors were used.
It should be emphasised that, in most cases, the performance of
the feeder connected battery will be better than presented here
due to this issue.

Figure 4: The three phase per unit voltage plotted against distance from the
substation for the feeder. This is the base case voltage profile.

Figure 4 shows the base case voltage profile for the feeder
system without any embedded solar generation. There is no
voltage rise and the phases have remained well balanced.
4.1. 20% PV Penetration without Storage - Case 1
When the PV penetration reaches 20% the maximum export
power becomes greater than the maximum input power for the
feeder. This can be seen through the simple calculation showing the maximum PV generation at this penetration level is 11
× 4kWp = 44kWp. As such, under high solar irradiance conditions the export power is likely to have a greater value than the
corresponding import peak power. Thus, the risk of overheating
and subsequent failure for the components of the local distribution network is substantially increased due to higher levels of
demand than those designed for.
Figure 5 shows the voltage variation in the feeder system
for a period of high solar irradiance where solar panels were
operating at very close to maximum power. A 3% voltage rise
can be seen at a distance of 300m from the substation on phase
1, with a 1% voltage drop on phase 2. This is due to differing
number of PV installations on each phase. A maximum voltage
unbalance ratio of 0.577% is observed in this scenario, this is
6
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Figure 6: Typical feeder load profile with 11x7kWh domestic batteries for a
day having high solar irradiation levels.

Figure 5: The three phase per unit voltage plotted against distance from the
substation for the feeder with 20% PV penetration and either no storage or a
feeder connected battery (subject to it being located at the sub-station).

When solar irradiance levels are low, the domestic battery
utilisation levels fall. It can be shown that low solar irradiance
levels lead to a small difference between the power profile with
and without PV power. As such, there is very little energy available to charge the domestic batteries. Hence, although there is
still a high level of energy storage capacity on the feeder system, it cannot be utilised to reduce the high peak powers which
occur through the winter. However, since the state of charge of
the domestic batteries is generally lower during periods of low
solar irradiance, the batteries are available to absorb more solar
power when it becomes available and as such, the export peaks
during periods of low solar irradiance are more effectively reduced. This is shown in Figure 7.
The voltage variation along the feeder system, as shown in
Figure 8, is more balanced than without the domestic batteries
for the instance shown and corresponds to a maximum voltage
unbalance of 0.401%. Since the domestic batteries are directly
charged by the solar panels they are very effective at mitigating
LV network voltage unbalance whilst they are charging. However, as discussed previously, during periods of high solar irradiance, the batteries will become fully charged early in the day.
Due to the wide levels of acceptable voltage unbalance (+10%,
-6%) on LV networks, voltage balancing effects on these are not
of critical importance. Lower losses are seen on the LV network
for the domestic battery case due to lower average power flows.

quite low due to the unity power factor of the modeled PV panels. However, as the average feeder length in the UK is 1.5km a
higher level of voltage unbalance would be expected for a normal feeder under the same conditions due to the lower overall
cable impedance seen in this example.
4.2. 20% PV Penetration with Domestic Energy Storage - Case
2
In the case of installed domestic batteries, the battery charges
whilst the domestic generation exceeds demand and discharges
while demand exceeds generation. This dispatch strategy leads
to an unpredictable grid connection power profile, where the
energy imported or exported depends entirely on the power balance within the home at any moment, regardless of the state of
the wider grid at the time.
During periods of high solar irradiance the model shows
that the domestic battery does not fully discharge between days,
this is due to higher levels of electricity generation from the solar panels than the homes’ demand. As such, even with very
large capacity batteries, the home will need to export solar power
at some point in the day when the battery becomes fully charged.
Very little feeder demand peak reduction is therefore enabled
by the inclusion of domestic batteries. Such domestic batteries can only remove load from the home they are connected to
and as such, the percentage of peak load which can be shed is
dependent on the PV penetration. This is seen by the modest reduction in peak load in Figure 6. In addition, demand reduction
occurs through the night, i.e. during very low load conditions.
It can be seen that, for these reasons, the utilisation of the energy storage capacity introduced with domestic batteries is very
poor with relation to alleviating distribution system power flow
issues due to the non-ideal dispatch times caused by reacting
solely to the individual domestic loads.

4.3. 20% PV Penetration with Feeder Connected Storage - Case
3
A feeder connected battery is able to respond directly to
the aggregate feeder power flow data. In this way it is able to
provide useful services such as valley filling and peak shaving.
It can be very effective at doing this due to the data available to
the feeder energy storage dispatch algorithm.
The effectiveness of the feeder connected battery is heavily
dependent on charge and discharge levels relative to the moving
7
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Figure 7: Typical feeder load profile with 11x7kWh domestic batteries for a
day having low solar irradiation levels.

Figure 8: The three phase per unit voltage plotted against distance from the
substation for the feeder with 20% PV penetration and 11x7kWh domestic batteries.

average of the feeder demand. If the energy store is set to charge
at a power level which is too high the battery will quickly become fully charged and then must allow a large export peak.
Conversely if the battery is set to charge at a relatively low
feeder demand, it will not be fully utilised and will not fully
charge, reducing later peak demand reduction potential.
The choice of charge and discharge levels can be driven by
either a desire to minimise exports from the feeder system or to
minimise peak feeder demand. For the purposes of this study
equal charge and discharge factors were set at the moving average for the past day ± 0.75 × the moving standard deviation for
the past day. For optimal results the shape of the demand profile must be considered such that an equal charge and discharge
energy is selected for each day, in this way battery saturation
can be prevented.
For days of high solar irradiance the feeder battery is able
to smooth the peaks of the feeder load and reduce the exports,
as shown in Figure 9, in this example the peak export power is
reduced by 15kW due to the battery. With a PV penetration of
20% the mean power is negative for days of high solar irradiance, i.e. the solar panels are generating more electrical energy
than the feeder inhabitants are using. In this case there must
be an export of electrical energy unless very high capacity seasonal storage is implemented. As such, the charge level for the
battery is at -15kW, in this way the battery does not become
fully charged before the peak export power.
When solar irradiance levels are low the feeder connected
battery can still act to fill the valleys and shave the peaks. Figure 10 shows a preferential feeder demand compared to the domestic battery case since the export was completely prevented
and greater reductions were made to the evening demand on
both days in this figure. This shows that the dispatch strategy
of the feeder connected battery allows for grid services at many
states of weather and feeder demand and can reliably reduce
the feeder export peak. In contrast, for domestic batteries to be

effective with simple dispatch strategies, there must be a low
average state of charge and high solar irradiance.
The voltage profile of the feeder system presented from the
OpenDSS simulation is exactly the same for the feeder connected battery as the no storage case since there is no energy
storage on the feeder system, as it is located at the substation. There is very little difference between the LV network
line losses calculated for the feeder connected battery case and
the no storage case, again due to the battery location. If the battery were located centrally within the feeder, the cable length
between the battery and the PV panels would be decreased and
as such lower losses would be seen.
4.4. Export characteristics
For both cases of battery installation, i.e. domestic versus
feeder connected, a reduction in the total of the sum of energy
exports from the feeder is evident. The reduction in exports
is consistently higher for the feeder connected battery case and
the benefit of feeder-connected batteries over domestic batteries
grows for capacities over 70kWh. This is shown in Figure 11.
The domestic battery case shows a plateau in exports where
further increases above a battery capacity of 7kWh per home
have a diminished ability to reduce exports. This is largely due
to battery saturation, i.e. the home is producing more power
than it is using and therefore the battery becomes fully charged
and export must occur.
The export characteristics of the feeder-connected battery
case are dependent on the charge and discharge levels set for
the battery. In order to optimally reduce the peak export power
the charge point must be further away from the moving average. However, for optimal export reduction over the course of
the year it must be ensured that the full capacity of the battery
is utilised for each solar peak. This is best achieved by setting
the charge level close to the moving average. However, this
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Figure 10: Typical feeder load profile with 77kWh feeder connected battery for
a day low high solar irradiation levels. Charge command for the battery is at
dispatch factor 0.75.

Figure 9: Typical feeder load profile with a 77kWh feeder connected battery
for a day with high solar irradiation levels. Charge command for the battery is
at dispatch factor 1.2.

leads to a much higher likelihood that the battery will be fully
charged before the peak of solar irradiance and as such, peak
export reduction capability is reduced. The plateau seen in the
exports for the feeder-connected case in Figure 11 shows this
point, where the charging point of the battery increases in order
to ensure effective peak reduction, through control by Equation 5, however, the lack of inter-seasonal control due to the
static nature of the dispatch factor in this simulation leads to
some under-utilisation at high battery capacities. This is a result
of the changing shape of the load leading to much larger export
peak than import peaks during the summer due to the high solar
power penetration levels. If the dispatch factor was dynamic
and changed value effectively to account for this changing load
shape, the export reduction would become directly proportional
to battery capacity for a feeder connected battery.
For optimal control of the feeder-connected battery, the charging level should be set at the lowest possible power which will
fully discharge the battery. Thus, both the export peak and the
total exported energy are reduced by the maximum possible
amount. These levels change throughout the year due to changing load shapes and as such a dynamic battery control algorithm
is needed.
Figure 12 shows the variation in the mean of the daily moving minimum values for the domestic and feeder-connected battery cases plotted against the battery capacity. A sharp reduction is caused by introducing domestic batteries up to 5kWh,
but only small further reductions are seen as the battery size increases further. The feeder-connected battery does not reduce
the peaks to the same extent as the domestic batteries at low
capacities in this simulation. At higher capacities the feeder
connected battery becomes much more effective with a 3.5kW
reduction in the average peak demand. The charge and discharge levels of the feeder connected battery does not change
through this simulation and as such a low-capacity feeder con9

nected battery is not optimised for peak reduction since it will
become fully charged or discharged before the peak occurs, as
such the battery is under-performing when measured using this
metric. Since the domestic batteries can only mitigate the demand from the home in which they are situated there is an upper
limit to demand reduction when the entire demand for the home
is met by the combination of solar and batteries, this causes the
plateau seen for domestic batteries above 50kWh (4.5kWh x 11
homes).
The daily moving minimum of the feeder demand for varying battery capacities is shown in Figure 13. This clearly shows
that in both cases, the addition of energy storage leads to an
decrease of the maximum export power. It can be seen that as
the battery size increases for both the domestic and feeder connected cases the moving minimum mean follows an ’S’ shape,
with most increases coming for battery sizes between 30-100kWh.
However, as the size of the batteries increases beyond 100kWh
there are diminishing returns in both cases. The feeder connected battery reduces the maximum export power more than
the domestic batteries at all points in this simulation. There
is no scope for the domestic batteries to further reduce export
power if they only react to the domestic load profile. However, the dispatch of the feeder connected battery is not optimal
in this case, since the same dispatch parameter was used for
the entire simulation. Thus, further reductions could be made
to the moving minimum mean of the feeder connected battery
case presented here.
5. Conclusions
If net generation (from rooftop solar) exceeds net demand
for a domestic house, energy export from that house will always
occur when using the control strategies outlined in this paper,
regardless of the battery size, due to saturation of the battery.
However, feeder connected batteries can be targeted in dispatch
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Figure 11: Export characteristics of domestic and feeder batteries plotted
against battery size for the feeder with 20% PV penetration, i.e. 11 x 4kWp
PV arrays. Dispatch of the feeder connected battery occurs at dispatch factor
0.75.

Figure 12: Moving maximum mean characteristics of domestic and feeder batteries plotted against battery size for the feeder with 20% PV penetration, i.e. 11
x 4kWp PV arrays. Dispatch of the feeder connected battery occurs at dispatch
factor 0.75.

through control in their dispatch strategies and this leads to a
greater reduction in exports.
Feeder connected battery peak shifting is successful since
peaks at this level of the grid are pronounced, easily predicted
and easily mitigated. Increased capacity showed a plateau behavior for reducing peaks, however, this was due to the simplicity of the dispatch algorithm. Charge and discharge points must
be dynamically controlled in order to achieve best results. Peak
shaving was not as successful with domestic batteries, only the
demand of the home with the battery can be removed and load
reduction goes through the night, when it is least needed. Domestic batteries can be effective at valley filling due to the exposure to larger energy flows of the PV array.
Voltage violations on the LV network are more likely with
feeder connected batteries. A focus on the battery connection
method and location would improve this, a connection between
each phase and central battery placement would lead to improved LV network voltage performance. A mixed effect of
the domestic batteries on voltage violation was seen, when the
battery is charging the positive effect on the LV network is profound due to complete absorption of the solar energy. However, during the summer months the battery would become fully
charged in the afternoon, leaving no protection from voltage
violations. A data connection utilising forecasting will alleviate these problems for domestic batteries, however, it is likely
that under current incentives these measures will be resisted
by the battery owners due to concerns over reduction in selfconsumption.
Domestic batteries may be much easier to implement, and
customers are much more willing to install them. As such the
effects of them are likely to become a reality. In this case a
hybrid energy storage approach should be implemented which
uses feeder-connected batteries to mitigate the effects of those
in a domestic setting.
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